PROTESTS FAIL TO BAR CONCERT BY MUCK AND ENEMY ALIENS

Shall Doktor Karl Muck
with His 23 Enemy Aliens
Play in Concert To-Night?

Not if Patriotic Societies, Outraged Citizens and Thousands of Protesters Can Prevent It—Carnegie Hall Plans Wide Door to Kaiser's Own Musical Guests

Protestors order about crossroads of the Boston Symphony Orchestra, led by Doktor Kart Muck, the Kaiser's own musical director, will be kept at Carnegie Hall. The United States government is to be asked to suppress the musical Prussian In a manner which will not embarrass the Kaiser's favorite artist in any way.

The Kaiser is reported to have been greatly pleased with his visit to this country. He has been invited back by President Roosevelt. The Kaiser has been reported to have remarked that he felt his presence in the United States was a great benefit to the Kaiser's cause.

Whether gambling was ised merely as a device to permit him to accept any person in the orchestra's New York performances who ing the Beast of Berlin and his hordes of leaving Berlin to come to the United States.
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